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Hoewel autonoom vervoer steeds dichterbij komt, rijden er nog geen zelfrijdende 
auto’s door onze straten. Hoe kan dat? Sprekers belichten de uitdagingen in het 
realiseren ervan vanuit verschillende invalshoeken.

Terwijl meerdere grote bedrijven er al geruime tijd op volle kracht aan werken, 
bijten ingenieurs, juristen, verkeerskundigen en ethici hun tanden erop stuk, en 
bereiden overheden en verzekeringsmaatschappijen zich voor op deze nieuwe 
technologie. Blijkbaar is het zowel technologisch als maatschappelijk een flinke 
uitdaging om autonoom vervoer te realiseren.



The full potential of automated driving 
can only be reached by combining 
cooperative driving (V2x enabled) and 
automated driving to improve:

• Vehicle and traffic efficiency
• Safety
• Comfort

The near future of automated driving
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Contents

• What is an autonomous vehicle?
• Levels of automation
• Autonomous vs cooperative automated 

• Cooperative adaptive cruise control – so far no steering!

• Autonomous versus Cooperative

• Path-planning and Camera-vision (detection)

• Future
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Levels of automation
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Levels of automation

• Starting at level 4 automation the driver can be taken out in well-
defined situations.

• At level 3 automation the driver is used as a fall-back 
mechanism, but what does this mean?  

• What time does the driver have to perform the take-over?
• What kind of situations should the driver expect?
• In aviation pilots are already struggling when having to intervene.

Level 3 is not full autonomy and can be dangerous when 
implemented in every day traffic!

• Safe operation mainly relies on the safety margins maintained by 
the vehicle (in combination with  human ‘comfort’ levels). 

• How do we guarantee efficient traffic in that way?

•
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Autonomous vs cooperative automated

Action  Reaction               vs    Intention  Coordinated reaction

Conclusion:

Autonomous vehicle priority on interacting with the environment 
(reactive). Cooperative vehicle priority on understanding traffic 
behavior, taking coordinated action (pro-active).

Autonomous Cooperative
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Autonomous vs cooperative automated

• Action  reaction, creates over-reaction! (traffic 
jams, emergency braking)

• Humans create traffic jams (time-delay,
distraction, drowziness, ignorance, 
misunderstanding etc.) but, …

• At the same time we humans have an extremely 
good capability to anticipate and interact on
sudden situations 

• Automated vehicles have limited capability of 
anticipation and interaction

• Extreme perception and intelligence needed for 
prediction of behavior

moviemmmmommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm viviee
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Autonomous?
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Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control

• Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)
• Vehicle-following control system (longitudinal vehicle automation)
• Employs wireless inter-vehicle communication (future 5G)

• beyond line-of-sight of onboard sensors
• more information than possible with onboard sensors

• CACC benefits: Increase road capacity and fuel efficiency
by decreasing time gap between vehicles ( 0.3 s), compared 
to ACC

• Main CACC vulnerability: 
• Dependency on wireless link
• Packet loss over extended time period
• Non-equipped vehicles 
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Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control

Vehicle-following objective

• Spacing policy , = +



• Laplace domain: = 1 +

C - ACC (2)

( )

PAG
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C - ACC (2)

• Distance error

• = , = ( )
• ( = 0, vehicle length is 0)

PAG
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String stability
• Attenuation of the effects of disturbances

along the vehicle string
• Condition (strict string stability):( ) 1
• In words: No overshoot of the velocity of 

the following vehicle along the string of 
vehicles. 

• Dependent on numerous parameters:
• Quality of communication
• Vehicle parameters
• Controller implementation

• Without communication there are ways of 
maintaining part of the vehicle 
performance (dCACC)

Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
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• CACC 0. = 8. at 100 km/h 

• ACC 3. = 88. at 100 km/h

• dCACC 1. = 33. at 100 km/h

• Humans typically drive at +/- 1.3s = 0.3

= 1.2
CACC results
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Experimental validation: test vehicles

• Collaboration TNO-TU/e
• Implementation in 3 cars (Toyota Prius III Executive)
• Forward-looking radar  
• ITS G5 (IEEE 802.11p) wireless communication
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Experimental validation

CACC ACC
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dCACC

Measured vehicle response with an inter vehicle 
distance of only 0.6s. 



CACC and dCACC (‘ideal settings’) 

• CACC allows for short-distance vehicle following
• Improves road throughput
• Decreases fuel consumption (for commercial vehicles)

• Fail-safe mechanism essential for practical 
implementation
• Employs acceleration estimation using radar 

measurements only, counteracting:
• Communication loss for an extended period of time,
• Non-communicating preceding vehicle

• Limited increase of time headway necessary to regain 
string stability graceful degradation
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Next step: Cooperative steering!?



Autonomous vehicles versus cooperative
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Pathplanner+controller

i-cave programme
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Camera-vision + reconstruction
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